Jennifer McHugh Art
KIDS’ CAMP CREATE

WEEK 3:
TIME:
LOCATION:

July 24 - 28
9:00 -12:00
5674 Ashland Ave. SD 92120 (follow sign through gate on right side of house)

THEME:

Nature’s Wonders

We will be discovering the beauty of our natural surroundings this week, while exploring the wonders of
color, animals, feathers, stones, shells and more in nature!

Monday – 7/24

We will start our week of “being one with nature” by going on a
walk around the yard and neighborhood, collecting items for our
first project. These items will be used as both surfaces for painting
on and the tools to create with. First, we’ll make our own “nature
paintbrushes” and practice using them on a large collaborative
painting (this will get cut up in portions for each camper to keep).
Next, the campers will use their found treasures (as well as an
assortment of shells, beach stones & twigs) to create their own
nature masterpieces with these beautiful natural surfaces. (Some
of their painted creations will be used for tomorrow’s project.)
Extra time: painted rock mandalas
(Today’s snack: Fruit Popsicles*)

Tuesday – 7/25

Today is all about LEAVES! We’ll be collecting all sizes and shapes
of leaves, and make several creations using them. They’ll be
painting right on them, creating their own “leaf mandalas”, and
making art with leaves. The lines and texture of leaves allow for so
many options to create!
Extra time: more leaf art!
(Today’s snack: Granola Bars and Watermelon Pops*)

Wednesday – 7/26

Today, we’ll be mixing art and science together! Campers will
create their own Cyanotype “sun prints” with found treasures in
nature. These “nature blueprints” are a process mixing chemicals;
objects from nature…and a sunny day (so weather permitting!).
These works of art, created using the wonderful sunshine, will be
definite framers!
(Today’s snack: Tropical Fruit & Marshmallow Kabobs*)

Thursday – 7/27

We are getting messy with paint today! We will be painting two
different surfaces using poured paint: a wood panel and a
terracotta pot. Campers will choose their favorite colors of acrylic
paint, and after learning the pouring process, create a colorful
marbleized painting. Next up is the pot, which will dry overnight
and be used to “fancy-up” a plant tomorrow!
Extra time: colorful yarn-wrapped branches
(Today’s snack: Yogurt, Fruit & Granola Parfaits*)

Friday – 7/28

For the final day of our Nature’s Wonders camp, we will be
creating driftwood nature mobiles. The campers will make these
whimsical creations with some of their found objects from
Monday, as well as yarn, feathers, beads and twigs. All of their
colorful treasures will cascade from a large branch to inspire with
color and wonder (and look great hanging in the house!).
Extra time: painting large tribal walking sticks
(Today’s snack: Apples, Graham Crackers & Nutella Dip*)

*If your child has any food allergies, please let me know and I will gladly accommodate.

